Quantum well states are a consequence of confinement in a quantum cavity. In this study we investigate with photoemission the influence of the interface electronic structure on the quantum well state energy dispersion in ultrathin Mg(0001) films on W110. Coupling between the sp-derived quantum well states and the substrate across the interface becomes manifest in a deviation from free electronlike dispersion behavior. Most importantly, we observe a marked level splitting, which is interpreted as due to the Rashba effect at the interface. Such an interfacial electron beam splitting on materials with strong spin-orbit coupling is an essential ingredient for novel spintronic devices. The combination of a quantum cavity with a heavy, electron reflecting substrate reveals spin-splitting effects in ultrathin films without conventional magnetism being involved.
Quantum well states are a consequence of confinement in a quantum cavity. In this study we investigate with photoemission the influence of the interface electronic structure on the quantum well state energy dispersion in ultrathin Mg(0001) films on W110. Coupling between the sp-derived quantum well states and the substrate across the interface becomes manifest in a deviation from free electronlike dispersion behavior. Most importantly, we observe a marked level splitting, which is interpreted as due to the Rashba effect at the interface. Such an interfacial electron beam splitting on materials with strong spin-orbit coupling is an essential ingredient for novel spintronic devices. The combination of a quantum cavity with a heavy, electron reflecting substrate reveals spin-splitting effects in ultrathin films without conventional magnetism being involved.
Classical physics is at its limit for reduced dimensions, where the quantum regime comes into play. The wavelike nature of electrons is frequently introduced with the particle in a box model. The advent of molecular beam epitaxy allowed the direct investigation of this textbook example of quantum mechanics with high resolution photoemission [1, 2] (and references therein). Discrete, thickness dependent energy levels [see Fig. 1(a) ] originate from the finite film thickness, which permits only certain cavity eigenmodes or quantum well states, whose wavelengths () form a standing wave upon reflection at the boundaries [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Depending on the E relation in the solid, these allowed wavelengths translate into discrete energy levels. [3] In a first, semiclassical approach, tunneling across the confining barriers is usually neglected. This model is frequently called in quantum mechanics textbooks a particle in a box with infinitely high walls [see Fig. 1(c) ]. In reality, however, the barrier height is only finite and the wave function might leak to some extent over the interface barrier. Therefore the electron wave function inside the cavity has to be matched to an appropriate wave function at the cavity boundaries. The quantum well state (QWS) is (partially) reflected and has to be matched to an evanescent wave, if no coupling crystal Bloch states are available. Otherwise the matching proceeds with substrate Bloch states. One distinguishes between quantum well states (complete confinement) and quantum well resonances (partial confinement due to coupling).
If the cavity modes are tuned such that the coupling scheme switches to the resonance case (or vice versa), one expects a discontinuous change in the allowed wavelengths and corresponding energies [see Fig. 1(d) ]. In this sense the quantized states probe, via their reflectivity, the energydependent substrate band structure.
The main purpose of this study is to show that there is another effect (not considered so far for QWS) that influences and modifies the QWS. The substrate not only perturbs the dispersion relation, it may also lead to an appreciable spin splitting of the quantum well states.
The interfacial, electron reflecting potential gradient translates, via relativistic Zeeman coupling, to an effective in-plane magnetic field, which in turn lifts the spin degeneracy. The size of this so-called Rashba splitting is given by the Hamiltonian H Rashba k rṼ B eff [4] , where is the Pauli spin matrix. The geometrical relation between plane wave propagation vector (k), interfacial potential gradient (r V) direction, and the effective inplane magnetic field (B eff ) is shown in Fig. 1(e) . The spin splitting Ek; " Þ Ek; # into spin-up, " , and spin-down, # for k k Þ 0, however, is only possible for a broken inversion symmetry, since otherwise the Kramers degeneracy dictates Ek; " Ek; #. Because of the presence of inversion symmetry in bulk Mg and W, the respective bulk Bloch states are not spin split. However, surface states and QWS, which do not couple to substrate Bloch states and nevertheless have strong weight at the interface, experience inversion-symmetry breaking and are subject to this effective magnetic field in the vicinity of the strong potential around the tungsten cores. In a field effect transistor the Rashba spin splitting can be tuned with an applied gate voltage leading to the concept of the spin transistor of Datta and Das [5] . Similarly the degree of wave function localization, which is, e.g., different for Mg surface states and QWS of different order, should affect the splitting as well and is therefore of fundamental interest for spintronic applications using the Rashba effect.
Thin Mg films have been grown on W110 at room temperature. The photoemission results were obtained with hydrogen Ly radiation (h 10:2 eV) and the sample was rotated with a motorized 2-axes goniometer stage [6] . Mg grows on W in a layer-by-layer fashion over a large thickness range and supports well-defined quantum well states [7] . All films exhibit a narrow thickness spread as revealed by the continuous evolution of the observed disPublished in Physical Review B 95, issue 126401, [1] [2] [3] [4] 2005 which should be used for any reference to this work crete energy levels as thickness increases [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Layer-resolved films would exhibit discrete static features associated with the specific number of layers present in the film. The energy position of the quantum well states can be understood in the framework of the phase accumulation model [7] . This model expresses the condition for constructive interference in terms of phase shifts within the film of thickness d and at the surface ( surface ) and interface boundary ( interface ). A stationary state requires the total phase shift to be an integer times 2, which naturally selects discrete k vectors.
2kd interface surface n2 n2 integer: (1)
These geometry-enforced k vectors correspond to energy values via the bulk band dispersion Ek. For increasing well dimensions more states can be accommodated ( Fig. 1 ) and the influence of the boundary conditions becomes less important, since the corresponding phase shifts are divided by the film thickness in order to obtain the allowed k vector. A possible substrate influence on the cavity modes is therefore best detected for small cavities. Mg grows epitaxially in the [0001] direction with an inplane orientation such that the [11 20 ] direction is aligned to the 001 bcc direction of the W substrate. This relation corresponds in reciprocal space to an alignment between the ÿ M hex and ÿ N bcc high symmetry directions of the respective Brillouin zones [see Fig. 1(f) ]. The W110 surface is a pseudohexagonal growth substrate [8, 9] but exhibits only a twofold rotational axis. In this sense electronic overlayer states, which exhibit a reduction of symmetry from C 6 to C 2 reflect the influence of the reflectivity of the substrate. Quite naturally such a substrate influence can be detected in a full hemispherical measurement as twofold symmetric features [10] .
In fact, the band dispersion of Mg is almost not affected by its weak hexagonal lattice potential and is almost free electronlike. Correspondingly, the k-resolved band structure is dominated by a parabolic dispersion relation with spheres as constant energy surfaces. The ÿMK plane of the Brillouin zone cuts the corresponding free electron parabolas in circles. The circular, isotropic in-plane dispersion relation is corroborated by ab initio electronic structure calculations for a freestanding three unit cell thick magnesium slab [see Fig. 2(a) ]. For this thickness the well-known Mg surface state (SS) is already apparent in the calculation and cuts the Fermi level in a ringlike fashion. In contrast to this, the experiment on a film with similar small thickness ÿ, M, K; SS labels free electronlike surface state and n 1, 2 successive QWS; symbols are identical to the ones in Fig. 3. (a) Theoretical Fermi surface for a 3 unit cell thick slab, obtained with the APW lo code WIEN2K [19] . (b) and (c) Experimental Fermi surface map for a three and eight unit cell thick film, respectively; experimental raw data are plotted in the lower left part (i.e., below the 135 diagonal line) and asymmetry plots [11] in the upper part; the curved black line marks the border between the surface projected bulk states and surface projected bulk gap; it falls together with strong deviations from the circular symmetry, highlighted in the asymmetry plots (see upper part). The color bar (right side) indicates the intensity scale. cutting the Fermi level isotropically, but instead a twofold symmetry points directly to the substrate influence. The surface state wave function probes the electronic structure of the underlying tungsten substrate and discontinuities are expected if the coupling regime changes to the resonance case upon leaving the confining substrate band gap. These locations in k space for the Fermi energy are indicated with thick black lines. If the gradient of deviations from isotropy is plotted [11] [upper part in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] one can clearly see that indeed the transition to the resonance case leads to discontinuities in the in-plane dispersion, which are especially pronounced at the band edges (drawn in black). If a similar measurement is inspected for a thicker, two quantum well state supporting film [ Fig. 2(c), with n 2] , similar effects can be observed. However, in agreement with the phase accumulation model, the effects of the substrate are much weaker since the interface phase shift is less important for the total phase of a thicker film. Nevertheless, tracing the bulk band edges is still possible [12] .
The electron reflection at the interface boundary might not only warp the one-electron band structure, it may have surprising effects on the spin structure as well. Magnetic QWS on a ferromagnetic substrate have already been reported [13] . However, for Mg on W110 both overlayer and substrate material are nonmagnetic, which points intuitively to spin degeneracy. Nevertheless, it has recently been reported that the high atomic number (Z) material W110 (Z 74) gives rise to a zero field, spin splitting of its surface state [14, 15] . The Rashba effect lifts the spin degeneracy at the surface, where inversion symmetry is broken [4] . Figure 3 shows a set of measurements obtained for increasing thicknesses, as it is reflected in the increasing number of QWS at ÿk k 0. The scans were obtained for an azimuthal angle of 135 , which is indicated in Fig. 2(b) . Similarly, as in the previously discussed Fermi surface measurements, we note the strong influence of substrate band edges on the energy dispersion. The surface state is perturbed in Fig. 3(a) in regions close to the band edge labeled with 1 and 2, due to coupling to specific bands. However, the appearance of additional bands is very striking (open symbols), and are split off the original main quantum well peak and the surface state. The upper branch of the split surface state is clearly visible in Fig. 3(a) (open and closed circles) and becomes more faint in Fig. 3(b) . The surface state splitting is only observed after the state is located in the substrate band gap and vanishes for higher thicknesses [ Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) ].
The behavior of the QWS emission is similar except that it extends to higher thicknesses [triangles in Fig. 3(a)-3(d) ] as expected, since the QWS are delocalized over the entire film. The splitting is again only apparent in the Ek region of the substrate band gap.
The presented measurements bear interesting and important implications for one of the key parameters of the particle in the box model, namely, the interfacial electron reflectivity. The leakage to the substrate is low for both, truly confined quantum well states and partially confined quantum well resonances. This is probably due to unfavorable symmetry-forbidden coupling between quantum well resonances and substrate states. Nevertheless, substrate band edges can be detected as perturbations in the in-plane dispersion. This demonstrates that the interfacial phase shift depends on the specific energy-, k-vector-, and symmetry-dependent matching conditions. Present empirical models which compute the energy-dependent phase shift in terms of the distance to the band edge do not describe this system correctly. A scalar value for the interfacial phase shift does not reproduce all properties of the involved matched wave functions.
Full hemispherical measurements, as shown here, are particularly advantageous for QWS spectroscopy on low symmetry substrates because a symmetry breaking is directly observed in the measurements. Furthermore, the measurements do not rely on the exact knowledge of the prepared thickness. This is especially important for QWS that is not layer resolved.
The most important finding on the confined states is, however, the observed splitting. We would like to point out, that, in contrast to Matsuda et al. for Ag=Si001 [16] , we observe a splitting primarily in gap regions of the substrate. Therefore, an explanation of the splitting as due to a partial confinement by the substrate continuum does not hold. Similarly, structural deviations, e.g., different domains or a lattice mismatch between film and substrate, are not expected to yield discontinuities at substrate band edges [7] . Such a dependence on the k-resolved substrate band structure points to an electronic effect, where the high atomic mass of the W110 substrate leads to relativistic effects expressed by the Rashba term. The lack of inversion symmetry across the interface or more appropriately the lack of inversion symmetry and a concomitant lifting of the Kramers degeneracy at the confining barrier leads to a spin splitting. The effect is smaller or absent for states which hybridize with substrate states. Hybridization implies loss of their surface (interface) character and accumulation of bulk character with inversion symmetry [ Fig. 1(d) ]. On the other hand, only the potential of the tungsten nuclei gives rise to a sizeable spin splitting [17] . For this reason, the surface state is not spin split anymore for large thicknesses [ Fig. 3(c) and 3(d) ]. The surface state wave function decays exponentially towards the interface and therefore interface effects become less important for thick films. The magnitude of the observed splittings is with some hundred meV in the same range as the spin-orbit splitting of the W 5d band. The Rashba Hamiltonian predicts a vanishing spin splitting for k k 0 and an increase with increasing k k for a uniform gradient of the potential barrier. However in this case the barrier itself is profoundly k dependant and therefore simplified model calculations are not applicable. The position inside the gap of the projected W band structure might not only influence the size of the splitting, but might also be responsible for the observed intensity differences of the respective upper and lower branches.
The observation of such a spin splitting requires a heavy substrate with a large atomic spin-orbit splitting parameter (expressed by a strong potential gradient) [ Fig. 1 (d) and 1(e)], combined with inversion-symmetry breaking at the interface. These requirements might explain why this relativistic effect has not been observed for quantum cavities so far. The presented data indicate that a heteroepitaxially formed two-dimensional electron gas is subjected to a spin splitting due to the presence of an interface. Strict twodimensional surface systems [15] are fixed in their geometry and hence energy. Instead within this three-dimensional approach, issues like the effect of localization, energy tuning and band curvature of QWS on the spin-orbit splitting might be separately addressed.
The described system also bears a striking resemblance to spin-split final-state effects in photoemission, as described by Kirschner et al. [18] . They observed an inherent spin polarization of the photoemission signal due to the matching of the Bloch spinor wave function to the free electron spinor wave function of the outgoing photoelectron. In the present case the matching between the spinorbit split spinor regime of the substrate and the free electron spinor regime of the quantum well cavity proceeds over the interface and appears to introduce a net spin splitting as well.
The effects of a Rashba interface on QWS are crucial ingredient for spintronic devices, such as the spin transistor proposed by Datta and Das [5] . For this type of device, the critical question is how the change of carrier localization at the interface due to a gate voltage affects the channel spin separation. However, the present study indicates that the spin splitting is inherently dependent on the detailed k-resolved electronic structure at the interface. Therefore a one-dimensional approximation of the involved material band structures with essentially the upper band edge as parameter might not be sufficient for device design purposes. Instead a complete modelling of the interface electronic structure seems necessary to predict the k-resolved spin splitting. The bulk inversion symmetry of both Mg and W (in contrast to common semiconductors) opens up interesting new possibilities to study spin relaxation in these quantum well structures.
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